
THE PETREŞTI CULTURE IN BANA'l' 

RESEARCII I I ISTOI1Y 

In lhc middlc of thc fourlh millennium B.C., the civilization from thc interior 
Carpathian arch devcloped superb painted ceramics. Thesc were known under the 
names of "the culture with west Romanian painted ceramics" (Dcr westrumanischc 
bemaltkeramische kulturkrcis: NESTOR 1933, 25-29), "the culture with central 
Transylvanian painted ceramics" (Dic mittelsiebenhiirgische bemaltkeramik: 
SCHROLLER 1933, 25-29), "the rivilization with painted ceramics from thc 
west - dacian circlc" (BERCIU D. - BERCIU I. 1946, 53-63; 1949, 4, 11, 41), 
"the Petreşti type" (BERCIU D. - BERCIU I. HM9, 41), and finally, the Petreşti 
culture (BERCIU 1961, 24, 25, 26). The Petreşti culture engaged an enLire group 
of specialists who were succcssful în interpreting many aspects associated with C\'O

lution, chronology, the function of this civilization and the affiliations with the 
culture which thrived în the gcographical space neighbouring its area of evolu
tion (BERCIU D. - BERCHJ I. Hl46, 53-60, 63; 194fl, 11-18, 41-42; BER
CIU 1961, 24-25, 27, 29; VLASSA 1963 and next 485 and next; PAUL 1965, 
294-301; 1965a, 5 and next; 1967 3-22; 1968; 1969, 33-70, 82; 1969a, 325 
and next; 1970, 97-10·1; 1975, !J-16; 1977; 1978; 1981; DUMITRESCU 1961; 
1966; 1968; 1972; ALDEA 1974; MARINESCU-BÎLCC 1977; DRAŞOVEAN
LUCA 1990; KALMAR-MAXIM 1991, 137-140). 

Research has revealed that the area of extension of the Petreşti culture is 
rcduced to Transvlvania, where evidence of over sixty one settlements remain 
(PAl'L 1978, 15, .plate LIII). 

Beginning in 1968, surface collectioris gathered în Banat, on the territory 
settlement from Parţa Teii II (Parţa west), hy A. Agotha, K. Germanu aud F. 
Resch, Ied to the disccwery of ceramic fragments - unique up until that date. 
These artifacts wcre attributed to lhc Pctreşi culture (LAZAROVICI 1976, 1/5-
7; 1979, 166-167; 1981, 139). Other Petreşti materials, including a painted sherd 
found by F. Medelt'ţ in the village cemetery of Foeni în 1979 (MEDELEŢ 1987, 
132 and note 71), were added to the collection. Subsequent Petreşti materials 
were discovered în other sites and will be discussed în this paper. 

1. Chişoda \'eche 

Between 1976 and 1981, in the region known to locals as "Livezi", O. Radu 
began research describing the type of habitat and stratigraphy of the site, bring
ing to ligth a rich and variant-inventory of ceramics, lithic and bone. In the second 
stratum a ceramic fragment, reddish-purple în colour, well polished and burned 
twice attractt'cl special attention of O. Radu. Belonging to a bitronconial sauce-
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pan thr slwrd has a hanclle 011 its shouldrr, oval in sh:qH'. Thr <·xterior decor, 
executf'CI using thr painted techniqur, is cornposed of chrrry rrd Chevron lines. 
Scalenr trianglrs orienlrd wil h l he ir I ips downward an• t•xec·utrd insidr !he vessel 
nrar the lip region (pi. J:l). 

Other ma\C'rials having arfiliat ion with !he Petreşt.i cullurr haw been found 
in the second slratum (than.ks Io Mrs. O. Radu for the courtrous offer of the finds 
for publiralion). Tht' malrrials in qut"stion consist of a well polished, black ce
ramic fragnH•nt from a saucrpan with lhe sholdPr slightly, rheckered; some pieces 
from SC'Hrnl hitronconic wssC'ls and a band-handl<' with slightly raised sides atta
ched to the lip of lhP 'c•ssel, similar to finds from other Petreşti sites (DRA
ŞOVEA:t" - HOTEA mw, pi. \'l/8 and not<' 4ti; and Mintia, unpublishcd). Ad
ditional Petreşti materials founcl at the site cannot bc included in this discussion 
because of their unknown stratigraphic locations. Thb resuit.cd from t'vo human 
errors - the loss of the site field notes and the occidental switch of labels by per
sonnel in the storage depot. At this point in time, it would seen that the Petreşti 
finds do not belong to stationary complexes but appear as ··imports"' in the secontl 
stratum, belonging to the \'inca culture, Phase C. 

Surface collections galhered in the Roman Orthodox cemetery located in 
the west part of the village on a terrace left of Timişat, led to the discovery of 
Neo - Eneolithic ceramic fragments, among them a sherd painted with thin 
cherry red lines (pi. l\'/1; LAZAROVICI 1979, 167; 1981, 39; 1985, 43; ME
DELEŢ 1987, 132 and note 71; DRAŞOVEAN 1991, liO). 

Between Hl91 and 1992, seventy square meters werc researched in order to 
understand stratigraphic position and cultural context in which painted materials 
appear. Among the group members were Florin Gogâltan, :\1 ircea 'lare and the 
author. The arrhaeological deposit had a thickness of 1.fJ m. The Neolithic stra
tum - covered by a very thin bronze age cultural layer - was enclosed between 
0.5 and 1.6 m. This in turn is divided in to three levels: 0.5 m to 0.6 m; 0.6 m 
to 1 m ; 1 .O m I o I .6 m . 

Surface dwcllings, analyzed only on the area excavaled, werc discovered in 
the first levei at a dcpth of 0.55 m, in the second levei at 0.9 m and in the last 
levei at 1.5 m. 

The dwelling Crom thc upper levei, disturbed hy another bronzc age dwelling, 
had the floor constructed directly on the ground. As far as can be determined, 
the walls were constructed from twigs over which a thick layer of clay mixed 
with hacked straw and chaff was applied. The shape of thc dwelling, orientat.ion, 
or division into rooms cannot he described due to the poor state of conservation 
and the restricted s ize of the excavation. 

Even less information is known about the dwcllings in the last levels be
cause insects destroyed the greatest part of the soft ash-like soii that made up 
the unburnt floor. The absence of post ho Ies and foundation trenchcs made it 
impossible to determine the orientation of the dwcllings. \\"hat can he noted 
with accuracy is the fact that each dwelling had an ovcn. The presence of an 
oven was suggesled by a well preserved hearth. The hearth wass paria lly hurned 
at the mouth of the oven and under the floor, where a colour changc from brick 
red to yellow was identified. Fragments of thick and fine vessels were discovered 
almost glued to each othcr under thc ovcn hearth of dwelling numbcr five. 
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Fig. 1 

Upon the completion of the essential study of the materials found, diffe
rences among them were not perreived. Therefore, the material is presented in the 
following categories: tools and ceramics. The ceramic material, ordered according 
to depth, embraces the entire range of ornamentation and most dispersed shapes. 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate their synthetic distribution. 

The tools, small in numer, are represented by two axes, one trapezoidal with 
a plane-convex section (PI. IX/7), the other one perforated (PI. XV/5); a blade 
worked from a coffee coloured silex with the active side polished due to usage, 
possibly as a retouched component part from a sickle (PI XIV/8), and thrce bone 
awls (PI. XV/2). 

Of special interest is the unique marble artifact from plate XIII/fi. It is 
perforated and could have served as a pendant, am uiet or button. 

_ Ceramics ar e divided into the three well known categories: usc, semi-fine 
and fine. 
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Fig. 2 

The thick type ceramics are created frorn a pure fine paste m ixed with fine 
sand, occasionally mixed with ground ceramics, and well burned acquiring dark 
colours. In some cases, possibly due to a layer of colour, thc surface of the sherd 
has a light ash white appearence. However, there are also ceramic fragments whose 
surfaces are covercd by a ,„ el 1 pol ished cherry red co loured s lip. 

Various vessels have been identified from the site: howls wilh inward lips 
(Type A4a: PI. XIl/1); pots (Type Cl, C2: PI. XIll/l, XV/11); arnphorae (Type 
E 1); trays (Type H 9); pots with two handles (Type C 4: PI. Vl/l, XI/7); cups 
with cylindrical Jegs (Type D 1: PI. XIl/2) and lids (Type I: PI. V/9). 
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Ornaments on functional ceramics arc rcduced to alveoli on the spout (Pl 
XIII/I) and wide incisions (PI. V/9, XII/2). În some rare cases spatula marks 
can he consider.ed de corative (PI. V/1). 

Semi-fine and fine ceramics are more abundanl in comparison with thicker 
ceramics. The majority of ceramic fragments originate from small and middle sized 
vessels created from a pure, well kneaded paste mixed with fine sand and mica. 
The we 11 burned ceramics in this category appear in various colours, including 
black, ashy black, orange and chestnut. In somc cases, the superior part of the 
vessel is black while the inferior part is reddish-chestnut in colour. Chery red and 
well polished, milky brown coloured ceramics arc also found in association with 
the above. 

Thc fine and semi-fine ceramics forms arc represented by a simple bowl (Type 
A); profiled (Type B); pot (Type C) and amphora (Type E). 

The simple ho\vl has the following variations: A 1 - stumpy with a tronconic 
shape (PI. VIl/8); A 2 - tronconic with curved walls (PI. IV/9; XII/5; XIIl/2; 
XV/10); A 3a - tronconic with tall arched walls (PI. VII/6; XII/3); A 3b 
semi-spheric (PI. XV/G); A 4a - rounded shoulder and an inward lip and A 4b -
strong inward lip (PI. VI/5; X/1). 

The profiled howl is the most abundent shape and is characteristic of semi
fine ancl fine ccramics. They have the following variations: B I - stumpy, bitron
conic "ilh a reliefed shoulder and an outward lip (PI. V/4); B 2a - streched bi
tronconic with a profiled lip (PI. V/l; Vl/l); B 2b - stretched bitronconic with 
the superior cnd slightly outward and a profiled lip; B 3a - deep bitronconic 
with a profiled lip (PI. VII/3; VIII/2); B 3h - deep hitronconic with the infe
rior part slightly curved and an inward short lip (PI. IX/l); B 4a - stumpy with 
a reliefed shoulder, a slight inward arched superior end and a profiled lip (PI. 
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IV/8; \'/G; VIIl/1; XI/5): B 4c - stretched bitroncouic (PI. VIII/3); B 4d -
stumpy with a rclirfrd shoulder aud an outward curvccl superior part (PI. V/3; 
VI/3; VI/8; VII/9; IX/2; IX/3; Xl/1; XIV/l, 3, 4); B 4e - stumpy with an 
outward suprrior encl (PI. VI/9; IX/6; XI/4); B 5a - medium height, rounded 
shoulder and a slightly outward lip (PI. V/7). The presence of saucepans with a 
start of checkering has to he noted. 

The pots have the following variations: C 1 - deep and fat with an outward 
lip; C 2 - deep with a slightly profiled lip (PI. XIII/3, 8); C 3 - bitronconic; 
C 4 - stumpy with two handles "pulled" from the lip (PI. IV/5). 

The amphorae have a globular body with a tronconic neck (Type E 1: Pl. 
X/8) or a cy lindric ncck with an outward lip (Type E 4). Severa I fragments cate
gorized as types E 2 (PI. V/11; X/5) and E 3 (PI. V/8) can he part of supports 
of a tronconic shape. 

The cups with cylindrical legs (Type Dl: PI. XII/2), lids (Type I: PI. V/9) 
and the so-callcd "fish-trays" (Type I-l) complete the index of forms. 

Petreşti ceramic ornamcnts found at Foeni (Fig. 3) are composed of the fol
lowing types: type A, alveolate; type B, notches; tipe C, folds (pleated); type D, 
wide groov<'s; type E, incisions; type F, polishcd ornaments; type G, decorations 
made using painted techniques. 

Polished ornament type F îs mast frequent at 27% of total ornamentation. 
This îs followed by alveolate and folds (pleated) each at 19%; notches, 15%; 
painted decoration, 8%; wide grooves and incisions each at 6%. 

The alYeolate orriaments are carefully executed on the lip of the vessel (Type 
A 1, A LJ: PI. VI/1; IX/1; X/6; X/8; XI/5; XIIl/l), on the bodies oriented paral
lel with the lip (Type A 5: PI. VII/ ) or oblique, associated with the grooved 
decoration (Type A 6: PI. VI/5). 

T.' pe B ornament, or nolches, are executed on the lip (Type B 1-B 3: PI. 
V/1; VII/9; VIIl/l, 4; X/7; XI/4; XV/8) or shoulder (Type B4: PI. V/4) of 
bo\vls. 

Typ<' C, or pleated ornaments, decorate the superior part of vessels being 
displayed ei ther perpendicular on the lip (Type C 1: PI. V/2; X/3), simple obli
que (Type C 2: PI. XIV/2), grouped (Type C 2: PI. XIV/5; XV/12) organized in 
an "inlaid floor" pattern (Type C 5: PI. XII/4). 

Type D, or grooved motif on the shoulder of .bowls (Type D 1: PI. VI/3), in 
the superior part of the vessels (Type D 2-D 4: PI. VI/5; IX/2; X/2) or displa
yed în registers (Type D 5: PI. XI/2) completes the ornamental motifs created. 

CTcduced in frequency, Type E, or the ineision technique, is characterized 
hy a vessel !id (PI. V/9) and a fruit bowl leg (PI. XII/2). In two cases it was 
noled that the incision ducts were polished (PI. VI/2; XI/10). 

As mentioned aboYe, the mast utilized ornamental motif is attained by poli
shing the ceramic surface. At the site of Foeni, this type 'of ornamentation (Fig. 
3: F) is executed l~specially în the interior of the vessel. Normally, it is composed 
from a band circumscribing the lip from which other bands start converging in 
the base are.a., (Type F 1: Pl. VI/5, 9; IX/6; XIV/7; XV/9) or are displayed in 
a "netting" pattern (Type F 3: PI. XII/7). It was noted that sometimes the wide 
hands appear in conjunction with lines executed in the same technique (Type F 4: 
PI. VI/5; type._ F 5: PI. VI/4; type F 8: PI. XI/9). Lines atone may form angular 
motifs (Type F,~:~.Pl. XIII/9; type F 10: PI. IV/2). 

The last of" tbe ceramic ornamentation encountered at Foeni is Type G, or 
the µainting technique. The paiut is applied to a well polished surface of the 
pot hefore firing. Two categories of pottery can be distingushed from the colour 
of the decoration: white / red-cherry red (Type G 34-37) and cherry red or red
brown / orange, brown, orange-yel low. 
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In the first catcgory, white paint is applied in lhin angular lincs on a red
cherry red and brown-red base (PI. IV/4, 7, 9). Additional small lines are executed 
perpendicular to Lhe outer angular line, oriented towards the exterior (Fig. 3: 
type G ;-\13, G 37). In somc instances, parallel oblique lines are drawn on the 
superior partt of \·essels (Typc G 35: PI. l\'/6). 

The second rategory contains red-brown colours organized in a number of 
thin parallel lines creating angular ornamental motifs (Type G 8: PI. IV/1 a; 
type G 13: PI. VI/10; type G 12: Pl. X/4, H; type G 10: PI. XIV/fi a) which are 
associated, in onc casc, with zig-zag bands (Type G 7: PI. XV/l). Isosceles trian
gles positioned with their tips downward are executed in the interior lip area of 
the wssel. The triangles arc dons in the same colour (Type G 28: PI. IV/1 b; 
VI/10), with broken lines (Type G 27: PI. XIV/9 b) or straight lines parallel to the 
lip (Type G 33: PI. XV/1). 

ll must be noted that black painted decorations are absent at Foeni, although 
frequent at Parţa Teii II. 

3. Folra 

Following a surfarc rollection in l\î86, ceramic fragmcnts belonging lo thc 
Petreşl i rulture haw heen found approximalely 1.5 km west of the village of 
Folea, in an arca named ''La Bruşi" by locals. These finds are of cherry red to 
orangc rollour and arc well hurned. One of the fragments preserved a well po.Jished 
slip. Due to the fragmentary state of the finds, only one saucepan with a sharp 
shoulder (PI. I/2) and possibly severa! amphorae can he mentioned. The stratigra
phic relation in which the mentioned malerials appear is unknown. 

4. Perţa 

Two ceramic fragments belonging to the samc vessel \\Ore discovered al sct
tlement l, J>ar{n Easl, during the 1984 excavat ion campaign. The fragments werl' 
part of a bitronconic vessel with a reliefed lip (PI. III/3), worked from a pure 
paste m ixed with fine sand and orange in co lour. Cherry red lines arranged in a 
"chevron·· pattern made up thf' clecoration executed on a well polished slip. lsos
celes triangles oriented downwards were found in the lip area within t:he vessel. 
The lines that macle up the triangles werc also cherry red in colour. From a 
stratigraphic standpoint the fr~gments came from under the Tiszapolgar levei and 
abon the ruins of edifices 35 and 36 (LAZAROVICI-KALMAR-DRAŞOVEAN -
LUCA 1985, 42; DRAŞOVEAN 19fll, 66) belonging to settlers from Teii II or 
Parţa \Vest. 

5. Perţa, Teii II 

With the occasion of repeated surface collections, painted ceramics belonging 
to Petreşt i culture were found for t.he first time in Banat by Andrei Agotha, 
Karl (~ermann and Friedrich Hesch bet.ween 1970 and 1978. The~e finds, puhlisherl 
partialty hy G. Larnroviri (LAZAROVICI 1976, 1/5-7; 1979, 166-168 and plate 
XXVIC), have entered into thE' M.I.T. (LAZAROVICI 1H79, 166 and note 34) and 
M.B.T. colleetiont'!. 
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The above Petreşti materials are ~imilar to our.finds, in that they were ·wor
ked from a pure, well kneaded paste, than polished and finished by firing it well. 
Narrow black oblique bands (PI. 11/1) or meandering bands (PI. 11/4, toa) make 
up the decorat ion 011 an orange, orange-red or cherry red co loured base. The inte
rior of the vessels con tain black painted "commas··. 

The majority of ornaments are painted with blood red or brown-reddish 
colours. They are composed of thin oblique lines (pi. l/·1; 11/9), sometimes associated 
with triangles oriented tip down (PI. 1/5) or organized in "chevrons" (PI. 1/3; 11/6, 
8; 111/1). In the interior lip area, vessels are decoraterl with isosceles triangles; 
either oriented tip down (PI. 1/5) or combined with oblique lines (PI. 11/5). In 
some cases, fine notches are executed on the lip of the vessel (PI. 11/3, 7). 

Forms are represented by bitronconic vessels (PI. 1/3; 11/1, 7 -9; III/l, 2), 
vessels with rounderl shoulders (PI. lj4, 5) and, rarely, saucepans with the start 
of checkering (PI. 11/2). 

The important date of these materials and the surprise find of Petreşti arti
facts hundreds of kilometres from the central zone of this culture's evolut.ion lead 
to the execution of a test pit in the central part of the teii iu l!l79. This revca
led a stratigraphy of three melers, thc lastt two belonging 1o \'inca culture Phase 
C. Unfortunately, on this occasion painted ceramics were not founrl, determining 
that it were only some materials "which could be Petreşti" (LAZAROVICI 1979, 
168). This uncertainty made it impossiblc to disassociate the Petreşti unpainted 
ceramics from Vinea C ceramics, because the Petreşti unpainted ceramics are very 
similar to other Vinca finds. 

Following recent finds at Foeni, which rcpresents a Petreşti site without Vinea C 
elements, we looked at the materials from the 1979 test pit and identified the 
unpainted Petreşti ceramic which was probably an import into the Vinca medium. 
At a depth of 1.2 m., in the fifth square, severa) fragments were found holonging 
to a black-brown vessel. The exterior of it was well polished whilc the interior had 
spatula marks. This find was accompanied by a chestnut coloured fragment, the 
interior having bands arranged in a net pattern executed by polishing lhe vessel 
surface. Other Petreşti elements at a depth of 0.6 m., were found under the plat
form of a surface dwelling. Another fragment, recently published (LAZAROVICI 
1991, 70, fig. 20/3), can belong to the Petreşti culture. 

6. Unip 

Well over ten years ago, A. Agatha, F. Resch and K. Germanu found a prehi
storic settlement with severa! levels of habitation (LAZAROVICI 1981 a, 13 and 
note 2) in the area of "La vişini". The rcsults werr pi1blished by G. Lazarovici 
(LAZAROVICI 1981 a, 13 and next). The materials were attributed to the Bronze 
Age and early and middle Neolithic. Among the last materials included, with reser
vation were Vin ca A sherds. 

A new surface collection gathered in 1987, which lead to finds of some ty
pical Petreşti materials, prompted us to reai:lalyse the finds attributecl to the Middle 
Neolithic, including materials belonging to Vinca culture Phase A (IBIDEM, 14 
and fig. 2/6, 15; 3/1, 15, 20). These contain bitronconic saucepans with a profiled 
lip (IBIDEM, fig. 1/8; 2/15-17) which have counterparts in the Petreşti hori
zons Foeni, Parţa Teii II (LAZAROVICI 1979, PI. XXVIC/8, 9), Parţa Teii I 
and Folea. Ceramic forms with the start of checkering (LAZAROVitl 1981 a, fig. 
3/1 are included with reservation in Vinca Phase A and have analogies in a multi
tude of Petreşti sites (Foeni, Mihalţ: PAUL 1977, PI. II/10; Şoimuş: DRAŞOVEAN 
- ROTEA 1986, PI. VII/12; Mintia: DRAŞOVEAN -LUCA 1990, fig. l/U; '2/5, 
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and ohters). Similarly, amphorae with "pulled" handles from Lhe lip (LAZATWYICI 
Hl81 a, fig. 1/7) are found al Foeni and Parţa Teii II (LAZAHOVICI 1~91, fig. 
20/3). Thl' amphorae at Parţa Tell II are atributed to thc Petreşti era is also a 
relatiwly high frequency of this format Foeni, too. 

As previously mentioned, a series of new discoverirs at the Cnip site were 
rarried oul in 1987. fo'rom thc approximate one dozen ccram ic pieces, those he longing 
to thc lux category wcrc removed. Thcsc lux pieces were worked from a well 
kneaded, homogeneous paste mixed with fine sand. These were then polished, burned 
to an orange colour and ornamen ted on the exterior "·ith red - cherry-red bands, 
arranged in a chevron pattern, usign the painting technique. The interior was deco
rated with hatch ed triangles (PI. 111/7). In another fragment, the interior of 
the vessel was decorated wit.h bands of white colour applied hefore Iiring (PI. 
III/5). lt is unknown if the lines on the exterior, visihle in the slip, were of thc 
same white colour or reci (PI. 111/5). 

\Vithin the lux category belong ot.her materia ls workcd from Lhc same paste, 
that havc a monochrome slip of red-cherry red and are well polished or burned 
black (PI. 111/6). 

Sauccpans with arched shoulckrs suggesting checkcring (PI. III/G, 7) aud hi
t ronconic bowls which somctimes have decorations composed of small alveoles 
displayed on the lip (PI. 111/4) have been identified as existing forms. In general, 
functional pottery is of brown and brown ashy colours and is composed of small, 
coarse pebbles. The tronconic saucepan and the semi-sphcric bowl with their relic
frd lip C"an he distinguished as shapes. 

CUL TUHAL FHAME AND CHRONOLOGY 

The presented material of the Petreşti cult.ure discovered in Banat is largely 
unpublished. The cultural and chronological information of these materials must 
become part of scientific knowledge. 

As determined previously, the initial discovery of the Petreşti painted cera
mics at Parţa Tell II sustained a just interest within the scientific community, 
since the site was uncovered over three hundred kilornetres from tl:e central zone 
of the evolution of this culture. These materials were attributed to the Petreşti 
culture and were included by I. Paul in Phase AB. This designation was used 
by both G. Lazarovici (LAZAROVICI 1979, 167; 1981, 39; 1983, 7; 1985, 42) and 
ourselves (DR.\ŞOVEAN 1986, 20). A similar dating, A/B (LAZAROVICI 1979, 
167) or "A or AB" (LAZAROVICI 1991, G8) was also proposed for the discoveries 
from Foeni and Chişoda. At the Foeni site, Vinca A elements are also rnentioned 
(LAZAROVICI 1981, 39). 

Generally, Petreşti material from Banat were chronolized with Phase C of 
the Vinca culture (LAZAROVICI, 1979, 167; 1983; 7; 1991, 68; LAZAROVICI -
KALMAR -'-DRAŞOVEAN - LUCA 1985, 42-43; DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 66; DRA
ŞOVEAN - ROTEA 1986, 22). One exception is a ceramic fragment found at Chişo
da Veche, which was placed without other specifications in an early horizon (LA-
ZAROVICI 1983, 7), first and after Vinea C 1 (LAZAROVICI - KALMAR -
DRAŞOVEAN - LCCA 1985, 42), later. Because of the probleme of "displaced 
material" in Banat, an analysis of the Petreşti discoYeries will be carried out so 
this material can be included in one of the phases of this culture, as has been de
fined by I. Paul (PAUL 1969 a; 1977; 1978; 1981). It is evident that ceramic 
painting, which is thc basis of chronology of the Petreşti culture of Transylvania, 
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will hawe a suitable place. However, incised ceramics, grooved and decorated with 
polished ornaments will constilute a different element of connecting the Banat 
finds and will be incorporated within the chronology of the Petreşti civilization. 

The unique technology of Petreşti ceramics is connected to the Transylva
nian discoveries. The paste is well burned to a red-orange, orange-yellow colour. 
Among these, monochrome aud blood-red materials stand out (Unip, Parţa Teii 
II). These are associated with whitewashed ceramics on which the painted orna
ment is applied (Chişoda, Foeni), thereby tyingthem to a series of Phase A and, 
to a lesser extent, to AB Petreşti sites (PAUL 1977, 19 and pi. I/1-3; 1978, 73, 
74, 81; 1981, PI. I/1-3). The decor is painted in red, maroon-red, cherry-red 
(Foeni, Unip, Parta Teii II, Teii I, Chişoda Veche) and black colours (Parţa 
Tell II). The lines grouped în angular motifs make up the ornamentat ion (Fig. 3, 
type G). In the curvature zone, the painted vessels sometimes have a semisphe
ric button. These characteristics, esspecially the angular decorations, chevron pat
terns and red - cherry-red colours applied in thin bands, are tied to the early 
ph:ise of the Petreşti culture (PAUL 1977, and 19 pi. 1/5, 6; Hl78, 74-75; 1981, 
fig. 54/5-6). Similarly, the decorations produced by polishing the surface of the 
vessel, which at Foeni contains 27% of the total ornamentation, is l'ncountered 
at Daia Română (Fig. 3, type F 1). Also, thc polished ducts of incisions (Fig. 3, 
type E 2) have analogies at Mintia (DRAŞOVEAN - LUCA 1990, fig. 2/5) 
and Daia (PAUL 1978, PI. XXII/4). Vessel lips with trapezoidal shaped band
handles with sides slightly raised were discovered at Foeni, Parţa Teii II and 
Chişoda Veche (PI. XI/6; XV/4). These finds have analogies at Mintia (unpu
blished; F. Draşovean, S. A. Luca) and Şoimuş (DRAŞOVEAN 1986, PI. VI/8). 

From what has been presented above, it can be deduced that the Petreşti 
discoveries from Banat converge toward the early phase of the Petreşti culture. 
This dating is suggested also by the Petreşti imports from the Tisa Plain (KALICZ 
- RACZKY 1984, :127 and fig. 43; 1987, 119, fig. 30; HEGEDOS 1987, 88, 
fig. 5), which can he dated to Petreşti A (DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 66). The plain of 
Tisa is geographically and culturally closer to Banat than the south of Transyl
vania, where Phase A Petreşti sites are found. 

Vessel shape is a Iso significant. The most frequent shape encoutered at Foeni, 
Type B 4d, has counterparts only in Petreşti Phase A settlements (PAUL 1977, 
PI. I/4; 1978, PI. XXI/10; 1981, PI. 51/5) and also have the bitronconic vessels 
(Type B 4a: PAUL 1978, PI. XXI/2, 9; 1981, PI. 5·1/5). Similarly, vessels were 
discovered with a start of checkering (PI. !II/7; VI/2; XIl/6; XIV/2) which cor
respond typologically with Daia Română (PAUL 1977, PI. 1/2, 6; 1978, P. XXI/5) 
and Mintia (DRAŞOVEAN -- LUCA 1990, fig. 1/9). These sites are attributed to 
Phase A. 

As mentioned before (DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 66), it îs evident that differences 
exist between Banat and Transylvanian material, since Banat material does not 
cover the entire spectrum of painted decorations from Phase A. As well, white 
painted orilaments (Fig. 3; Type G 34-37) were discovered at Foeni which are 
not found în Transylvania. Under an oven hearth of a surface dwelling at Foeni, 
an ash coloured vessel was discovered. It was painted on the exterior with red, 
angular motifs combined with spirals, after it had been fired. In the interior lip 
area, a thick band of the same paint colour ties this style to the white on red 
painting of tbe southern people. This will be discussed further în a section dedi;.. 
cated to the origins of Petreşti culture. 

From the. ~tratigraphy presented and the current opinions concerning con
nections of Petreşti finds froil1 Banat has surfaced the fact that these artifacts are 
always associated witb Vinea C materials (LAZAROVICI 1991, 68; DRAŞOVEAN 
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1991, 66). Sinre the Petreşt i romplexes in lhis area were not researched, compa
rative analyses between Petreşti and Vinea elements did nol exist. ll1is made their 
disassociation impossible and permitted these ronclusions to be drawn. After the 
excavation at Forni, a Prtreşti sile without Vinca elemenls, the characteristics of 
Petreşti ceramics ran be deducecl. This included the unpainted, fine or thick 
ceramics present in the ceramic inventory of this important site. Differences bet
ween the Petreşti and Vinca Phase C reramics have Io b<' mentioned. These are 
as follows: 

- exccllent firing, even of thirk ceramics, in the Petreşti culture; 
- absence of certain ceramic forms (Type B III, B IV: LAZAROVICI 1979, 

fig. !) ; 198 l, fig. 2, 3) and of ash, dark ash or si Inry ceramics, <'haracteristic 
of Vinea C; 

- appearnnce of new forms of Type A 4h, B 3a, C ,ţ and E 2, E 3 (Fig. 2); 
- fine notches on the lip or shoulder of the vessel; 
- the presence and high frequency of polished ornaments and the ornamt>n-

tation types B 2h, B 3 Il 4a and esperially B 4d (Fig. 2); 
- a characlcristic of lhr Petreşli ceramics from Banat is the high percen

tage of the brown chestnut, red-cherry red and dull black coloured sub-types. 
The chronological time frame which these materials connect is determined 

from the "import" from Chişoda Veche, which was found in the second stratum. 
This stratum was parallel with an early horizon (LAZAHOVICI 1983, 7), later rea
lized tobe post Vinca C 1 (LAZAROVICI - KALMAR - DRAŞOVEAN - LUCA 
1985, 45). With more careful analysis, these dates do not match up with the typo
logical stylislic criteria of the material found at Chişoda. Levei 1 from Chi~oda 
can be chronolized with Vinca C (DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 63-65). Similarly, the 
second straturn is included at the end of Vinca C l (DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 65) 
because the superior stratum (III), where other Petreşti elements appear, can be pa
ralleled with Vinca C 2, possibly even Iater (DRAŞOVEAN 1991, 59-65). There
fore, we can conclude that the Petreşti materials from Banat can be chronolized 
starting with the end of Vinea C 1. 

PETRESTI CULTURAL RELATIONS FROM BANAT WITH OTHER 
. CULTURES 

Relatiom lTil/1 the Panrwniun 7.one 

The recent archaeological research of a series of sites from Tisa Plain brought 
forlh Petreşti imports which permit the synchronization of this culture with late 
Neolithic civili7.ation from the respective zone. 

With the t'Xception of the Ocsod site, the exacl stratigraphic position in which 
these materials appear is unpublished. It is also unknown if there exists a chro
nological difference among them. These uncertainties are a resuit of the fact that 
in the seltlement of Herpaly, severa I painted ceramic fragments were found, some 
of which are tied to the Banat area due to the execution of their decoration, 
while othrrs are tird to parts of Transylvania. 

Includrcl in I he Banat group is a ceramic fragment from a biconic, brown
ycllow howl with a profiled lip, decorated with thin, oblique, maroon-reddish Iines 
(KALICZ - HACZKY 1987, 119, fig. 30, down). According to our knowledge, 
this bowl has analogies in Banat only. 

In the Transylvanian group, three ceramic fragments are included (KALICZ -
RACZKY 1987, 119, fig. 30, down and middle-right) which are similar to finds 
on Iy in Transy Ivan ia. The first two fragments and the one mentioned before can he 
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included in the Pet.reşti Pliase A (KALICZ - R.\CZKY 1987, fig. 30, middle-righl 
--·PAUL 1977, PI. 1/7, 8; 1981, PI. 54/7, 8; KALICZ - RACZKY 1987', fig. 30, 
up-left - DRAŞOVEAN - LUCA 1990, 10, fig. 4/5) while thc third (KALICZ -
RACZKY 1987, fig. 30, up-right) has analogies in the middle phase of the Petreşti 
culture. These differences suggest a stratigraphic echelon of lhe Petreşti materials 
from Herpaly. From these dates, the ma.iority of these materials were found in the 
stratums corresponding to thc old phase of the Herpaly group (thanks to DR~. 
Nandor Kalicx and Pal Haczky for their information). They probably belong to 
Petreşti Phase A which can be paralleled with the old Herpaly Phasc and, keeping 
in mind the coincidcnce from Banat wherC' Petreşli A cquals the cnd of Vinca C 1, 
with the end of \'inca C 1 PhasC'. 

In the Tisa cultural context, othcr Petreşti cliscowries wcre macle at VesztO
~fagor (HEGEDUS - MAKKAY 1987, 88) and bcsod (HACZKY 1987, 82). Thc stra
tigraphic position of materials fnund at Veszlii-Magor is unpublished. At Ocsod it is 
suggested that importcd materials were found in hoth two stratums (RACZKY 
1985, 107) the first of which is aUributed lo thc old phase of the Ti~a culture and 
paralleled with Vinca B 2 (RACZKY 1987, 82; KALICZ - HACZKY 1987 a, 30). 

Thc import Crom Veszt0-1\fagor (HEGEDOS - MAKKAY 1987, 88, fig. 5) 
and Ocsod can he datecl to Petreşti Phase A, which in Banat and Transylvania 
are chronolized \\;th the end of Vinea Phase C 1, a moment tO\vard early which Tisa 
and Herpaly conYerge (DRAŞOVEAN - LCCA 1990, 15-16; DRAŞOVEAN 
J9H l). 

Relalions wilh Transylvania 

Belween lhe Petreşti finds from Banat and Trans,·h·ania there exist diffe
rences which make it difficult to connert. the internai cÎ1rnnology of the Pctreşti 
culturc. From the analogies presented, howen'r, the Banat materials are especially 
tied to Petreşti Phase A which, until recently, were cnrountercd only in the cen
tral r,,outhwest area of the Transylvanian plateau. 

Hecent research has revealed the existcncc of early Petreşli sites in south 
western Transylnnia, on the Mureş valley at ~Iintia (DRAŞOVEAN - LUCA 
1990), possibly Şoimuş (DRAŞOVEAN - ROTEA 1986) and among the older finds 
at Tăuălaş (DCMITHESCC 1966; LAZAROVICI - DUMITRESCU 1986, 26). 

At the second levei in Tăuălaş, an orange-red ceramic fragment decorated with 
thin, oblique red-cherry lines was discovered (LAZAROVICI - DUMITRESCU 
1986, 9, PI. 11/13), which is tied to the finds from l\Iintia and Banat because of 
the manner in which the decorations are executed. They accompany other materials 
considered Petreşti (LAZAROVICI - DUMITRESCU 1986, 26), possible Phase A. 

Approximately faur kilometres west of Şoimuş, across the Mureş River, ano
ther site exists where Petreşti ceramics were discovered (DRAŞOVEAN - ROTEA 
1986). 

Cnfortunately, the absence of paint prevented their inclusion in one of the 
Petre.şti culture phase, as defined by I. Paul. Amang the finds îs a fragment of a 
biconic vessel with a semi-circular shaped button for a handle on the shoulder 
(DRAŞOVEAN - ROTEA 1986, PI. Vl/13); a checkered vessel (DRAŞOVEAN -
ROTEA 1986, PI. VI/JO); a widc handle with slightly raised sides decorated with 
fine cuts altached to the lip (DRAŞOVEAN - HOTEA 1986, PI. VI/8); a vessel 
with sharp shoulderei and profiled lip (LAZAROVICI 1987, fig. 4, up) and a bitron
conic vestici with ~emi-spheric handles ori the shoulder (LAZAROVICI 1987, fig. 4, 
down). All of' these hav{! tmalogies in thc Petreşti nilture. With the exccption of 
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the checkered vessel, all correspond with Pelreşti Phase A find~ f~om Foeni (PI. 
XI/6; XIV/4), f>arţa Teii II and Mintia. 

At a different site, known as Bran isca, located on thc l\lureş valley, appro
ximately ten kilometres west of l\finlia, a fruit bowl leg y.·.as found with incised 
decorations (LAZAROVICI 1987, fig. 5/6). Thcse incisions arc similar to a piec.e 
from Foeni (PI. XII/2). It is possible that a closer analysis of all materials would 
lead to the idenlification of other Petreşti elements. 

Continuing on the Mureş valley toward central Transy!Yania, al Turdaş tl{ere 
exists late Petreşti finds (ROSKA 1927, fig. 7; 1941, PI. CXXIII/9, 10, 17) and 
also vessels that are tied to the Petreşti cultu:e by technology and form (ROSKA 
1941, PI. LXXXIX/5-7, 14, 15; CXXII/10, 13-15, 17-Hl, 21). In an earlier 
phase hrown-red and rerl painted materials (HOSKA 1941, 290, PI. CXXIII/2-4) 
could be included. 

Beginning with the inferior stratum, a new analysis of the Turdaş finds allows 
the oldest material tobe paralleled with Vinca Phase C culture (KALMAR-MAXIM 
1991 a, 5) although some of them, especially the burnt orange-yellow and reddish 
in colour, could be Petreşti or exhibiting Petreşti influences. (Thanks to Dr. G. 
Lazarovici for pcrmitting examination of part of the ceramic inventory). Another 
important site is Baciu (Cluj), where research revealed monochrome ceramics of 
cherry rcd and brown colours in the first levei, classified as Pelreşti Phase A cul
ture (KALMAR- MAXIM 1991, 139). These are associated with polished dl'corations 
executed on the interior of the vessels (LAZAROVICI 1987, 37-38, fig. 10/1; 
KALMAR - MAXIM 1991, 139) and, based on the multiple analogies cited, are 
considered Vinea Phase C (LAZAROVICI 1987, 37-38; KALMAR-- MAXIM 1991, 
140). This ornamentation type is encountered at Foeni, Chişoda Veche and lJaia 
Română. Although present in Vinea C sites as well, it is our opinion that polis
hing the interior of vessels is an element of Petreşti ornamentatfon. As a matter 
of fact, many Transylvanian clements considered Vinca C, have to be reanalyscd 
becausc of difficulties in disassociating them from the Petreşti elements. 

From the brief presentation above, the following statements can be drawn for 
Transylvania: 

- all presented sites of Petreşti Phase A or in which searly elements exist, 
can be paralleled, at the earliest, with the end of Vinca Phase Cl. Chroncilogical 
and stratigraphic rcalities from thc Banat must he kept in mind. _ 

- due to :the fact that a series of Petrcşti characteristics .specifie for. &nat 
are found in similar Ardeal sites, it is considered that this $Outhem culture from 
Banat cnlers Transylva"nia on the Mureş valley. 

- thc · Petreşti Phase A culture puts ·an end to the evo lut ion· of · the Turdaş 
group from the rniddle Mureş valley (DRAŞOVEAN-ROTEA 1986; DRAŞOVEA~·:.O.... 
LUCA 1990) while other northern Turdaş communities are dislocated toward the 
central north west zone of Transylvania. This is, probably,' the ·moment of the 
Jclod group genesis. . 

- the date of 3700 B.C, for t.he Petreşti Pliase A ~from- Da ia Ro~ănă {PAUL 
1981, 231) is paralleled with dates obtained by the same metpod from :Vinc-:a 
Phase C sites (HORYATH i991). 

- the fact that the Turdaş settlement begins its. evolution at·t~e .horizon 
of Vin ca Phase C makes the narnes 'of Turdaş, Turda~'-Vin ca· and Vinca~ Turdaş, 
used for the Transylvania Vinca Phase B finds, ·inadequate; '· 
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Relafions mith !he Thessalo - l\foredonian :{)ne. Genesis problems 

Due to lack of corrohorating evidence, the complex problem concerning the 
origins of Petreşti rulture has preoccupied various scientists. Two hypotheses have 
benn postulated. The first is the local origins of Petreşti culture by the transfer 
of painted ceramics from the Criş cullure through Yinea-Turdaş affiliation (BER
C IV HJ61, 21 and next; PA CL ]!)li l, 116; 1962, 20 I; 1970, 102 -10:~; DUMITRESCU 
Hl6G, 422 and next; YLASSA HJ63, 486; 1976, 2!l, 127-141). The second is the 
soulhern origin of Petreş li cui ture (SCHROLLER 193:~. 25 _:29; l\IARINESCU
BÎLCU 1975, 4%; LAZAROVICI 197H, 167; 1983, 7; HJ87, 38-'10; LAZAROVICI
KAL1\1AR 1991, 123). The migration from Transyh-ania toward Thessalia was also 
mentioncd. V. Dumitrrscu has opposcd this idea (DUMITRESCU 1961, 189 and 
next). Ties with Thessalo-Macedoniau zone aud Tracia were postulated for Petreşti 
finds Banat (LAZARO\'ICI -KALMAH-DRAŞOVEAN -LCCA 1985, 43; LAZA
ROVICI HJ87, 40). These ties include firing technology, polishing, certain shapes 
which lead to phenomrnon which precede aud giYC hirlh to Bubauj Hum I aud 
Salcuta cultures (LAZAHO\'ICI-KALMAH 1981, 123). 

There exist paintrd material which could be Petreş Ii al Yin ca, Srrhia (V1\SIC 
HJ3G a, sl. 272 (at deplh of 5.fl/7.7 m); 277 (depth: 6.2 m); 278 (depth: 5.1 m); 
281 a (deplh: 3.4 m) and Gomolava (kind ioformalion from Prof. B. Brukner). 
At Yinca, B 4d and B 4e form types were also found between the depths of 5.:l 
and 4.0 m (VASIC 193G c, 83), suggesting a Vinca-Plocuik horizon I/II. 

In lhe middle Neolithic levels at Dikili Tash, in Macrdonia, were found crra
m ic fragments decoratrd with para lle I, thiu, dark hrown I ines (DESHA YES 1\J7(J, 
23 and fig. 2) which the archaeologist tied to the materials from Akropolamos 
(DESHAYES HJ70, 23) aud presented analogies to Vinca (VASIC, 1936 a, sl. 273, 
depth: 6.7 m - which corresponds to Phase B 2). These levels .were paralleled 
with \'inca Phases A and B and Karanovo II-III (DESHAYES HJ70, 43, fig. 4.1) 
which themselves are svnchronized wiLh Drama, Paradimi, Olinthos, Photolivos, 
Servia (MILOJCIC 1949, 45-46; FTIENCII 191)1, 121; Hl70, 11; HOLMBERG 
1964, 344-347; lflG4a, 26 and uext; RENFHE\V 1970, ,t7-50, 52; HIDLEY
WAHDLE 1979, 216; HAUPTMANN 1\J67, 17; BAKALAJIS ___: SAKELARIOU 
1981; NIKOLOV lfl86, 277 and next; LAZAROVICI 1979, 129-131; 1979 a; 1987, 
40; LAZAHO\'ICI - KALl\IAH - DHAŞOYEAN - LUCA 1985, 43). 

The analogies with some ornaments discovered at Foeni leads us to Jiaccdo
nia and Greece. The white - red paint corresponds with Greck styles, beginning with 
the A 3 style from the end of the middle Neolithic (WACE - TOMPSON 1912, 
fig. 44 a page 14; HOLMBERG 1964 a, 17, 19; THEOCHARIS 1973, 285, PI. 
Vl/8) to the 1 and B 3 style of thc late Neolithic (HOLMBERG 1964 a, 25-26, 
29). The white - rcd painted decoration illustrated in PI. IV/4, 7 has analogies 
with the transition phase between Sesklo and Tsangli-Larissa cultures (RIDLEY -
WARDLE 1979, fig. 10/36; DEMOULE - GALLIS - MANOLAKAKIS 1988, 27, 
fig. 10, 25/1). 

The polished ornamentation (Politurmuster) is characteristic of .the late.Neo
lithic period in Greece (HOL!VIBERG 1964 a, 2), and partially _charact.eristic of 
to Vinca Phases A and C. Some decorations executed with the technique obser
ved at the Foeni site (PI. XI/9) have analogies in the same chronologic horizon 
as the "Grey ware·' group (DEMOULE - GALLIS - l\fANOLAKAKIS 1988, fig: 
7 a/2, 20/2). This group is contemporaneous with "Black burnished ware" and "Matt 
painted ware" (HOLMBERG 1964 a, 24-29), the last directly preceding Otzaky 
ceramies. Anolher decoration (PL XII/7) type has affilialions with the "G1~ey warr"' 
group (SCHNEIDEH - KNOLL - GALLIS - DEl\lOCLE 1091, f_ig. C/3056). 
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The hrown-reddish, red-cherry red and chestnut suhgroup Crom the Banat 
sites can he connected to a series of discoveries from the Tsangli-Larissa Phase. At 
Makrychori 2 and Arapi, this is associated with sharp shouldered vessels and a white
on-red hase painting, which will become dominant in the Arapi phase (DEMOULE 
-GALLIS-MANOLAKAKIS 1988, 51). 

Severa) conclusions can he drawn: 
1. The presented analog ies would connect the Petreşt i finds from Banat lo 

the end of the Middle Neolithic and heginning of te Late Neolithic of the Greek 
and Macedonian sites of Servia, Akropotamos, Sitagroi 1-11 and Dikili Tash. 

2. Between these and the Petreşti finds there are numerous differences. Among 
these are hitronconic vessels/with short shoulds a profiled lip (Type BI - LAZA
ROVICI 1981 b, 174), characterizing many of the mentioned sites (LAZAROCIVI 
1979 a) and which coincide with Vinca Phase A (MILOJCIC 1949, 74-75; HOLl\1-
BERG 1964, 346-348; 1964 a, 26-27; RENFREW 1970, 51; R IDLEY -WARDLE 
Hl87, 225; LAZAROVICI 1979, 129-130; 1979 a; GALLIS 1987, 159). The Banat 
discoveries contemporaneous with Vinca C 1 are inadvertently a major chronology. 
The Banat painted ceramics could propose a possible migratory path. One of the 
painted fragments from Parţa (PI. 1/5) has an analogy in Vinca Phase B 2 - end 
(VASU'.: 1936 a sl. 277 a, h) which is associated with another fragment (VASIC 
1936 a, sl. 273), corresponding to discoveries in Dikili Tash and Akropotamos (DES
HAYES 1970, 23, fig. 3), the latter paralleling Tsangli-Larissa, where thc majo
rity of our analogies are concentrated. According to uncalibrated C-14 dates, thr 
the period of transition hetween Sesklo and Tsangli-Larissa is contained between 
3900 and 3800 B.C. (SCHNEIDER - KNOLL - GALLIS - DEMOULE 1991, 31). 
This is near 3700 B.C„ the date at which Petreşti Phase A is chronolized (PAlTL 
1981, 231). 

3. New discoveries of Banat have raised new arguments postulating the sout
hern origins of the Petreşti culture. The analogie support the idea that the road 
of infiltration of Petreşti culture to Transylvania is through Banat. 

4. The direct typological connections which the Banat materials have with 
the southern people is another argument of its inclusion in the early phase. This 
may he even older than Transylvania Petreşti Phase A. 

FLORIN DRAŞOVEAN 

Muzeul Banatului, 
Piaţa Hunlade, 1900 - Timişoara 
ROMÂNIA 
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